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Power deposition by neutral beam injected fast ions in Field-Reversed Configurations
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Effects of Coulomb collisions on neutral beam (NB) injected fast ions into Ficid-Reversed Configuration (FRQ

plasmas are investigated by calculating the single particle orbits, where the ions are subject to the slowing down and

pitch angle collisions. The Monte-Carlo method is used for the pitch angle scattering, and the friction term is added to

the euation of motion to show effects of slowing down collision such as the deposited power profile. Calculation

parameters used are relevant to the NB injection on the FRC Injection Experiment DQ device. It is found tat the

dominant local power deposition occurs in the open field region between the X-point and the mirror point because of a

concentration of fast ions and a longer duration travel at the irror reflection point. In the present calculation, the

maximum deposited power to the FRC plasma is about 10 % of the injected power. Although the pitch angle scattering

by Coulomb collision destroys the mirror confinement of NB injected fast ions, this effect is found negligible. The loss

mechanism due to non-adiabatic fast ion motion, which is intrinsic in non-uniform FRC plasmas, affects much greater

than the pitch angle scattering by Coulomb collision.

Keywords: Field-Reversed Configuration, neutral beam injection, Monte Carlo method, slowing down collision, power

deposition, non-adiabatic motion

L INTRODUCTION separatrix) promotes the stability, and recent particle

The confinement of a Field-Reversed Configuration simulations presents that the FRC plasmas are relaxed to

(FRQ plasma is anomalous'-, in both the theoretical and have the hollow current profile; this enhances the

experimental investigations, it is a major issue for the FRC transverse transport. Since the inhomogeneity is intrinsic

plasma as well as the global stability against the tilt in the high-P FRC plasmas, for development of an

mode 2-9 . Besides the anomalous transport coefficients (i.e., FRC-bascd fusion reactor a technique to control the

the resistivity, diffusivity, and viscosity), the steep density profile and to improve the confinement is indispensable to

gradient and considerable current density at the separatrix investigate.

cause a deleterious transverse flow; these are shown in an The Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) into the FRC plasma

experimental observation of a rapid decaying FRC's has been carried out on the FIX (FRC Injection

separatrix radius in a few 100 �is.") In te case of the Experiment) device 2at Osaka University so as to improve

resistive plasma, for instance, there exists the the confinement."', 11-16 In the FIX device, the FRC plasma

perpendicular flow velocity written in the is formed in the formation section and translated to the
2form: u -r7(j x B) / B where u i is the perpendicular confinement chamber. The Neutral Beam (NB) particles

flow velocity, is the resistivity, j is the current are injected obliquely at an angle of about 19 degree to the

density, and is the magnetic field. The theoretical geometric axis before and in the translation phase. The

study" shows that the hollow current profile (i.e., the experimental results showed that the NBI is effective to

smal j at the magnetic as and the large j at the prolong the FRC lifetime estimated by the e-folding t[ne
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of the separatrix radius. According to Ref. 16, reduction of considering the Coulomb collisions and explain how to

the level of global wobble motion is found by the measure local power deposition. Calculated power

experiment, and therefore, the energy and particle losses deposition profile and effects of Coulomb collision, in

due to plasma-wall interaction ay be suppressed. They particular the pitch angle scattering is presented in Sec. 111.

proposed that an ion ring current sustained by the NB Section IV is dvoted to summarize conclusions.

injected fast ions in the neighborhood of the field-mill

X-point suppresses the FRC core plasma precession IL COMEPUTATIONALMODEL

motion around the geometric s because of the Lorentz Computation is carried out mainly for the NB

attraction force between the ion ring current and the injection experiment in the FIX device. Equilibria of FRC,

toroidal current. By the NBI, however, the controllability which are obtained by solving the Grad-Shafranov

of the current density has never been reported as yet in the equation, and NB injection parameters are the same as Ref.

FRC experiment. 17. In order for the pressure profile in the edge layer to

In Ref. 17, we calculated orbits of NB injected fast ions coincide with the experimental results seen in Ref. 18, the

into the FRC plasma in equilibrium state. It has been separatrix beta value and width of edge layer on the

shown that the fast ion exhibits a non-adiabatic motion midplane are st to 053 and cm respectively. The iniffor

due to non-uniformity of the FRC plasma; the scale length ratio is controlled by the parameter of boundary condition

of magnetic field variation is comparable to the Larmor of the Gmd-Shafranov equationR, =W(r.,Z.ir)1Y1.J

radius of fast ions. Even when a strong mirror field is

applied in order to reduce the nd loss rate of fast ions, the where V, is the flux function at the wall and midplane.

orbit loss on the wall surface has been found not to be Assuming uniform magnetic field both on the midplane

suppressed; this is clarified that the accessibility of fast and outside the separatrix. B. and on the mirror end

ion to the wall surface and the non-adiabaticity in its throat Bm , the customary mirror ratio Rm =_ Bm /Bo is

motion. The accessibility to the wall surface in a fixed R X2 )R where x, is the ratio of the separatrix
equilibrium magnetic field is controllable by the injection M S W

beam energy. Hence, parametric surveys of the most radius to the wall radius on the midplane. Typical x, in our

effective beam energy in terms of the deposition power calculation is about 0.58, then RM = 0.67R.. Contours of

and driven current by fast ions are important. The calculated pressure are shown in Fig. 1, where values of

collisions between the fast ions and plasma particles, the normalized pressure p / po : po =1 V/ W 12 /(2,uorw2 are

however, are neglected in Ref. 17. Therefore, direct indicated. The values of R. is (a) 20 and (b) 10, and the

comparison of our results with those from experiments is normalized pressure at the separatrix is set to be 5.0 for

difficult. In the present paper, the slowing-down collision both cases. The obtained separatrix elongation

is considered as a friction term in the equation of motion E, =_ t. 2 r, where is the separatrix. length and r is

of fast ions. The fast ion confinement is affected by the the sparatrix radius, is 5.8 for R. = 2 and 46 for R. = I 

pitch-angle scattering, which may cause more rapid orbit and the racetrack separatrix shape can be clearly seen here.

loss on the wall. Thus the effects of this scattering should It is shown that a strong irror field contracts the edge

be analyzed by a detailed calculation. A Monte Carlo layer near the mirror end.

method is employed in order for the pitch-angle scattering

to be taken into account in the fast ion orbit calculation. A. Beam Ion Orbits with Coulomb Collisions

The organization of this paper is as follows: In Sec. , After the ionization process, the fast ions move in a

we I describe the calculation of fast ion orbit prescribed equilibrium field without an electric field,
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which is calculated from the Grad-Shafranov equation. pitch angle scattering is also taken into account in the

The equation of motion for fast ions is written in the form: present study. According to Rcf. 19, the Monte Carlo

dv method is mployed for simulating the pitch angle
M- q(v x B - m v,, v (1)

dt scattering. The pitch angle is changed as follows:

where and q arc the mass and charge of the fast ion '10 (I _ VP'r) [( _ A,

(i.e., proton), respectively. The friction force due to the An )Vpr]112 (3)

slowing down collision is taken into account in Eq (1). where A v v Cos O and is the pitch angle

The slowing down collision frequency , is collision frequency:

2 2 2 2nfl6q,,q'6A n. d?7 II+ M_ I/W (2) VP =Z (4)
VS1 M2VI M'6 81r62M2VI )17W + - ",

18 4yre�' a a 6 a al 2x &

2 x M 2 and is the time interval for generating the random
t flVa

qW fo e -,ftdt , -_ 2kT6 number to determine wch sign in Eq. 3) is applied. In

where A, v n and Tare the Coulomb logarithm, the the present study, the characteristic beam ion cyclotron

speed, the number density and the temperature in Kelvin, time I/Coc a mr,2 I(q I /,, 1 = 2m I[qBO(I - x.2)] is chosen

respectively. The subscript a means the beam ion as in order for the non-dimensional value vp to be much

and,8 stands for a species of background particles. The smaller than unity. The typical collision frequencies of

typical value of Coulomb logarithm is about 13 for the NB beam protons at a given their energy is shown in Fig. 2,

injection xperiment in the FIX device. In the present where subscript e and i stand for the background electrons

calculation, the temperature is assumed to be uniform, and and ions respectively. For the pitch angle scattering, VP, Is

here T = I 0 eV and T., = 5 0 eV Variation of the plasma found about 4 times higher thanvPe, and thus the pitch

density is therefore calculated from the equilibrium angle scattering between beam protons and background

pressure as n(r, z = p(r, z) IT + Te deuterium ions is dominant. When Bo = .05 T, the NB

This slowing down fquency has two useful limits: injection energy Eb = 0 keV, and the density

ne,',eflA e, 1019 M-3,

I +Ma -3/2 n = 5.Ox the value of vir is about 186 x 10-6.
2 �M M'68JYreo . ,

V2 >> 2kT I MV2 When a generated random number R is ranging
for a '8 , E=- a

Mfi 2 in < R 0.5, the plus sign in Eq. 3 is employed for

VT.1 n e 2e 2A Mfl 32 pitch angle diffusion; the minus sign is used for the else
,6 a +Ma
3/2 2 2

fi 3,T ,6 m,;, M18 2kT8 case 0. < R I. As we use the cylindrical coordinates

V2 << 2kTfl system to describe the equation of motion, the pitch angle

for a M fi should be expressed by BrBz and VrV,9,Vz . The

When the background particles are electrons alone, the relation is defined in the following way:

slowing down timel/vlestimated by Eq. (1) is 370ps - -'(B / B v V 2 2 + V2

for the beam energy of 10 keV. On the other hand I/ v,,, is a tall r z r z

II ins for the background deuterium ions, which is about V vcos OP, v. vs1n OP

30 times longer than for the electrons case. Therefore, the V, VI, sin a + v, cos a (5)

slowing down due to electrons is found to be dominant. Vz =v 11 Cos a - Vil sin a

The beam ion orbit is traced by a numerical integration of v. = vi sin V, V I = Vi Cos P.

Eq. (1). In addition to the slowing down collision, the The geometry of the velocity and magnetic field in
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the r - z plane is shown in Fig. 3 where a is the angle and the beam energy Eb is 10 kcV, then the injection

between the magnetic field line and the geometric axis power is 240 kW However a fast ion suffers from the

(i.e., z -axis), v is the perpendicular velocity projected orbit loss or end loss, and then the total deposition power

onto the r - z plane, and v,, is the parallel velocity. The decreases.

gyro-phaseV that can be described in the perpendicular

plane to the magnetic field is shown in Fig. 4 Although 111. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

the pitch angleO. is changed due to the collision, the The injection bam energy and irror ratio are changed

gyro-phasc(p however is assumed to rmain the same in order to obtain the most effective injection parameter

value at the instance of the collision. If we know v, Op , V, where the NB power deposits to the plasma particles

and a the velocity components v, , v and v, that are effectively. A test beam ion is traced until it is lost from

necessary for the calculation of fast ion orbit are all the end throat or on the wall surface. The mirror ratio is

determined. controlled by the parameter R.' Figures 6 and 7 show the

local deposition power profile in r-z plane (i.e., quarter

B. Power deposition by fast ions cross section of FRC confinement device) for the injection

Due to the slowing down collision, fast ions gradually energy Eb of and 10 keV respectively. The particle

lose their kinetic energy. 'Me lost kinetic energy is injection ratedN/dt is fixed to be 1.5x 1020 [1/sec] In

deposited to the plasma particles, dominantly to electrons, the present calculation the values of R. are 2 4 6 , and

and FRC plasma is heated through a thermalization 10, and the corresponding results are shown from the top

process. W will calculate local nergy dposition power of Figs. 6 and 7 The pitch angle collisions (Eq. 3)) are

by fast ions. Equation 3) is equivalent to neglected hre. The region where is painted by white color

dE 1 2 shows that the energy of fast ions is highly deposited in- = _2v,,E, E = _MV
di 2 the region. The white dashed lines in Figs. and 6 indicate

Thus the energy loss of a fast ion for At is the separatrix. In a case of R,, = 2 and of both and IO

AE = -2v.,IEAt keV, almost all of the fast ions are lost directly and the

The deposition energy to plasma electrons is then -AE by energy of fast ions is deposited only on their single path

a test fast ion. In order to compare the deposition power from the ionization point to the mirror end. Fast ions can

with experimental results of FIX device, the deposition excurse deeply in the mirror field region in the case

power is estimated by multiplying a weight w: that R,, = 2 and 4 Therefore a stronger magnetic mirror

AP [W = AE [J] x w [1/sec I than R. of 4 is effective to reduce the end loss ions.

The weight is equal to the particle injection Dominant power deposition is found to take place outside

rate dA'/dt divided by the nuniber of tst fast ions. A local the separatrix and in the region where fast ions bounc by

deposition power is calculated by sumirdng over AP in the magnetic mirror. The axial velocity of ions decrease

each measuring cll, which is shown schematically in Fig. near the mirror reflection point, and thus the ion reside

5 The volume of measuring cell AV is here for a long duration. Moreover, since fast ion orbits

AV = 2rArAz are focused around the mirror region, the fast ion

A local deposition power per unit volume is population is larger here than the midplanc. Further, the

thereforeAP/AV. According to this estimation, without plasma density in the edge region is considerably high in

an orbit loss on the wall or end loss, total deposition the present equilibrium model. The scparatrix beta value

power to FRC plasmas is ideally Eb x d1 d When the fl� =_ p / p,,, where p., and p,,, are the plasma pressure at

particle injection rate dN di is 1. 5 x 1020 [ I/Sec] 24 A) the separatrix and at the agnetic axis (i.e., the field-mill
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0-point) is set to be about 053 in the current calculation, increases, the deposition power by the 14-keV ions is

which is the identical condition with the experiment increased gradually because of their longer mirror trap. As

carried out on the FIX device."' Hence, when the uniform we mentioned in Sec. II A, the slowing down frequency by

temperature is assumed, the density in the edge layer is electrons is 30 times higher than the one by ions, when the

high enough to slow down the fast ions. Because of the beam energy is 10 keV Therefore, the energy transferred

reasons mentioned above, it appears consequently that the to the electrons is about 97 % of the total deposited energy.

fast ions deposit their energy to the plasma particles in the This seems consistent with the result seen in Fig. 8(c) If

edge and mirror region of FRC plasma. It is noted that for the beam energy is decreased, the slowing down collision

8-keV beam ions the highest deposition to pasma frequency by ions is increased as shown in Fig. 2 This

particles is occurred in the case of not R. = and 10 appears sghtly for the injection energy of keV and

but R. = 6 This is surprising because we believe a higher RV, 4 because the ratio Pe P is decreased. The beam is

magnetic mirror confines beam ions better and suppress confined well enough to be slowed down, and then the

the end loss rate. The orbit losses on the wall, however, slowing down by ions becomes remarkable.

still appen even in the case of higher mirror field. A We find the highest efficiency is obtained when the beam

statistical property of the mirror reflection and sudden energy is keV In Fig. 9 the dependence of trapped

change of the pitch angle is important to know how fraction of fast ions in percentage ct on the number of

frequent the orbit loss takes place. For R., = 10, fast ions mirror reflection Nm is shown for the highest efficient 

go frequently toward the wall around the n-ddplane and keV injection. It is found that a is decreased as the ions

often suffer from the orbit losses. Resultantly, the experience the mirror reflection. The largest a is obtained

deposition power to the plasma is not high. for R,, = 6 it is consistent with the result seen in Fig. .

To se this clearly, we present the total deposition power From our previous work", the fast ions are found to be

by fast ions into FRC plasma in Fig. 8(a); it depends on lost on the wall surface due to their non-adiabatic motion,

the mirror ratio and injection beam energy. The even when a strong mirror field is applied. A non-uniform

percentages of deposition power P against the injection FRC plasma is the origin of the collisionless pitch angle

power Pin are pesented in Fig. 8b). Figure 8(c) shows the scattering of NB injected fast ions.

ratio of the deposited power into electrons P. to the total As is shown in Figs. 6 and 7 the beam energy is

deposited powerP. In Fig. 8, the solid circle, square, deposited mainly in the peripheral region; it is not

diamond, and triangle represent the injection energyEbof favorable to heat effectively the core plasma. In Fig. 10,

8, 10, 12, and 14 keV, respectively. The highest deposition the percentage of deposited power inside and outside the

power of about 18.8 kW is achieved at R. = 6 and Eb Of separatrix is shown. When R. = 2 the deposited power

keV, it is about 10 of the injection power (�z 190 M). is transferred into the interior of the separatrix. At Rw = 3,

The peak of deposition power for Eb of keV is at NB power for Eb of both keV and 14 keV is distributed

RV, 6 for Eb of IO kcV is at R,, = 7 and for Eb of 12 equally inside and outside the separatrix, and the power

keV is at R. = 9 On the other hand, as the mirror field deposited outside the separatrix excesses forR. 4 As

becomes higher, the deposition power is found to increase the beam energy is increased, the total deposition power

gradually for the 14-keV ions. Judging from the and the interifal deposited power are decreased; it is

accessibility of fast ions to the mirror end, the 8-keV ions ineffective to heat the core plasma.

can never travel to the end in the case that R. > 6 The To examine the effects of pitch angle scattering by

14-keV ions, however, is accessible to the mirror end and Coulomb collision, we define the parameter of increment

is lost until R., 4 10 . Therefore, as the mirror ratio (or decrement) of total deposition power as

- -



P -P pitch angle collisions have been taken into account.
PP X 100 Injection geometry in the present calculation is similarly

where P, is the total deposition power to the plasmas in the arranged to the FIX RC Injection Experiment) device.

case that both the slowing down collision and pitch angle This calculation is done for the beam energy of 8, 10, 12,

collision are taken into account, and Pis the same as is and 14 keV It is found that the power of fast ions is

shown in Fig. 8(a) (i.e., the case that the slowing down deposited dominantly in the open field region between the

collision alone is considered). Dependence of the X-point and the mirror point because of a concentration of

parameter on the mirror ratioR.for various injection fast ions and a longer duration travel at the mirror

energies is shown in Fig. 11. The plots of are found to reflection point. About 40 of the deposited power into

be scattered, and then no significant tendency is observed the FRC plasma is found to be delivered inside the

from this figure. Generally, Coulomb collisions enhance a separatrix. The highest efficient case is the injection

loss rate of fast ions, because they break the fast ions, energy of keV and the mirror ratio R. = 6 the obtained

adiabatic ion motion; this is important for the mirror deposited power to the FRC plasma in this case is 10 of

confinement. However, the fast ions exhibit intrinsically a the injected power (see Fig. 8). Although the pitch angle

non-adiabatic motion in nonuniform high-beta FRC scatterings destroy the mirror confinement of NB injected

plasmas. Resultantly, the beam ion orbit is ergodic, and a fast ions, this effect is found insignificant; it has been

change of trajectory by pitch angle collisions is not so shown from a comparison of the trapped fraction of fast

important. The present result shows that the effect of ions with and without collisions (cf. Fig. 12). According to

Coulomb collision on the power deposition is settled in at our previous work", the non-adiabatic fast ion motion

most - 5 % < � +5 % . For R. 4 the pitch angle influences much greater than the pitch angle Coulomb

collisions increases slightly the deposition power, because collisions.

they suppress a little beam ion's direct end loss. On the Recent experiment shows that a global motion of FRC is

other hand, in the case that R. 6 pitch angle collisions suppressed by an NB injection, which ay improve the

rather worsen the efficiency of NB injection. Further, confinement of FRC plasmas. In order to clarify the

fraction of confined fast ions at the number of their mirror mechanism of the suppression, computational study is

reflection is presented in Fig. 12 to find how the Coulomb needed. A Self-consistent hybrid or particle simulation

collisions affect the duration of mirror trap. The remains for a future study to reproduce 3 dimensional

calculation is done for (a) the highest efficient case (i.e., FRC global motions and its stabilization by NB injected

keV andR,, = 6 and for (b) 10 keV and R. = 6 In Fig- fast ions.

12, comparison with the collisionless case is made, where

the slowing down collisions are also neglected. Although a ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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